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HCS removing plexiglass from schools
BY CHARLES D. PERRY

CHARLES.PERRY@MYHORRYNEWS.COM

Horry County Schools will
spend the summer removing the $5 million worth of
plexiglass barriers that the
district installed in response
to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Superintendent Rick
Maxey announced the
change during a board
meeting Monday night. He
said the decision was based

on the latest guidance from
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC),
which has revised its recommendations as more of the
population has been vaccinated for COVID-19.
“I do think that everyone
will agree that certainly the
plexiglass has served its purpose,” Maxey said. “But
we’re also glad to be transitioning away from the use of
it.”

On Monday, the district
received a set of procedures
for recycling the plexiglass
from the state Department
of Education, Maxey said.
The district plans to hire a
contractor to remove the
barriers.
“We cannot manage the
extraction,” Maxey said. “It
took several months to put
into place. It would have to
be disassembled and also
transported wherever we

need to store it and/or recycle.”
The barriers, which district officials said would
allow children to safely be
three feet apart instead of
six, drew criticism from
some parents and teachers
who said the plexiglass
looked like “cages.” They
also questioned its effectiveness.
As for wearing masks,
Maxey said that guidance

has also changed, though it
could be different by the
time school starts.
“Face coverings are recommended by CDC and the
South Carolina Department
of Health and Environmental Control (DHEC),” he
said. “However, of course
we’ve entered into a different phase, that phase being
that some people are fully
vaccinated.”
District officials plan to

begin the next school year
with more relaxed COVID19 protocols, though they
stressed that the policies
could change depending on
the latest recommendations
from health officials.
Some expected precautions include limiting nonessential school visitors and
activities and providing sanitizing stations throughout
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Postal Way work set to begin next month
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Postal Way in the Carolina Forest community will be extended as part of the RIDE III program. Construction is set to begin next month. Here a school bus stops at the light leading on to Carolina Forest Boulevard.
BY CHARLES D. PERRY
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Construction crews should
begin work on the Postal Way extension next month, meaning
drivers could be riding on the improved Carolina Forest road as
early as 2023, Horry County officials said.
Bids for the project opened last
week. County spokeswoman Kelly
Moore said construction is expected to begin July 21 with the work

slated to be finished by Dec. 31,
2022.
“It will be an improvement from
what is currently experienced
today,” said Jason Thompson, who
is managing the road work for the
county.
The project is funded by RIDE
III, the county’s 1% sales tax for
road construction. Plans call for
adding turn lanes from Carolina
Forest Boulevard onto Postal Way
and making signal improvements
at that intersection. A new two-

lane road will also be built to connect Postal Way with Waccamaw
Pines Drive behind Tanger Outlets.
Additional Postal Way enhancements will be made on the other
side of Carolina Forest Boulevard
up to Renee Drive, though Postal
Way will not be widened as part of
this project.
Combined with the improvements to Middle Ridge Avenue on
the other side of U.S. 501, the work
is projected to cost $9 million,
Thompson said.

During last week’s Horry County
Council meeting, councilman
Dennis DiSabato questioned
whether the project would eliminate the bottleneck at Carolina
Forest Boulevard that often happens during peak travel times:
when school is beginning and
ending and when commuters are
arriving or leaving their offices.
DiSabato, whose district includes much of Carolina Forest,
said he once worked in the Postal
Way area and it wasn’t unusual for

him to spend over half an hour trying to turn onto the road.
“I know what these folks are talking about,” he said. “Are these improvements going to alleviate that
strain that people feel over there?”
Thompson told him there would
still be some traffic backup at the
light, though he couldn’t say how
far the line of cars would extend
after construction is finished.
“It will provide an increased
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Residents spruce up Carolina Forest Boulevard medians
BY ETTIE NEWLANDS
AND CHARLES D. PERRY

INFO@MYHORRYNEWS.COM

Howard Forman wanted to
spruce up the middle of the
road.
As crews widened Carolina
Forest Boulevard, Forman
thought about the dull medians outside Plantation Lakes,
where he’s lived for about
eight years.
“This is something that was

in my head from the moment
I saw them putting in the medians,” Forman said. “To me,
they are an eyesore that diminishes the beauty of our
area and I was looking for
something that would be a
give-back to the community.”
That something would be
the crape myrtles and palm
trees that now occupy the
medians outside his Carolina
Forest neighborhood. A former audit manager, Forman

used his financial knowledge
and formed a nonprofit to
raise money for landscaping
the medians. That organization, Carolina Forest Middle
of the Road, now accepts donations for maintaining medians outside Plantation
Lakes and nearby Waterbridge. The effort was Forman’s brainchild.
“The county plants grass
on these brand-new medians
but refuses to put some kind

of shrubbery on them unless
someone steps up to do
that,” he said. “If you do do
that, you are then required to
maintain them into perpetuity. … So, you can only do the
plantings if you have an approved encroachment permit, which then makes it
your responsibility.”
County officials landscape
a few medians in high-traffic
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MEDIANS, A2 A median on Carolina Forest Boulevard on Tuesday.

